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Our X-Mac icon collection is one of the most interesting icon collections available on the
web. Some are simple and even cute, some are realistic and in some cases retro. The icons
will satisfy almost everybody, and when they don’t satisfy one of them, they will fit for all
your projects. The great thing is that this icon collection was created with the great care

that everyone always deserves. Use the X-Mac icon collection in all your projects and don’t
forget to leave a comment with your opinion and ideas about it. Thanks for visiting our site
and be sure to visit also our main site: Customized Icon Packs Disclaimer: X-MAC Icons is

not responsible for any data loss, or damages caused by using any of the products
reviewed. Your responsibility for computer activities rests fully on you. Please make sure of
your computer's suitability before buying these or any other package. Product name: X-Mac
Icon collection Type of product: Icons Format: PNG Dimensions: 16x16 Size: 16x16 PNG-GIF-

ICO-BMP Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16
PNG-GIF-ICO-BMP Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG-GIF-ICO-BMP Size: 16x16 PNG Size:
16x16 PNG-GIF-ICO-BMP Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16

PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x16 PNG Size: 16x
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Number of icons: 1 icon Number of states: 2 colors (0-15), 5 sizes (16x16, 24x24, 32x32,
48x48, 64x64 pixels) PNG Icons Description: Number of icons: 4 icons Number of states: 3

colors, 8 sizes (32x32, 48x48, 64x64, 128x128, 128x128, 144x144, 256x256, 320x320
pixels) PNG-GIF Icons Description: Number of icons: 2 icons Number of states: 3 colors

(0-16), 5 sizes (32x32, 48x48, 64x64, 128x128, 144x144, 256x256, 320x320 pixels) GIF
Icons Description: Number of icons: 1 icon Number of states: 3 colors (16,32,48), 6 sizes
(16x16, 24x24, 32x32, 48x48, 64x64, 128x128, 256x256 pixels) ICO Icons Description:

Number of icons: 2 icons Number of states: 2 colors (16, 32), 8 sizes (16x16, 24x24, 32x32,
48x48, 64x64, 128x128, 144x144, 256x256, 320x320 pixels) Text: Number of icons: 1 icon
Number of states: 3 colors (0-5), 5 sizes (16x16, 24x24, 32x32, 48x48, 64x64 pixels) Builds
This icon pack is made of one main icon. There are just icons included in the pack but you

can add other icons if needed. Icon Replacement If any icon is being in used in our icon
collection, you can replace it with another icon of your choice. Just replace the provided

icon with your own icon! If you upload any similar size icon, you can replace with that icon.
License: This icon pack is free for personal and commercial use.RAF Stoney Cross RAF

Stoney Cross was a Royal Air Force station located near Stoney Cross, Wycombe,
Buckinghamshire, England. History RAF Stoney Cross was first established as No 2 Field
Hospital in September 1940. It was renumbered as RAF Desford in November 1942. It

opened as a control and communications centre for the Air Ministry. b7e8fdf5c8
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In the X-MACs collection there are 19 icons, each icon in a separate category and with
unique details. We used a wide variety of images that can be used to represent the
different projects you can design and develop. Each one of these icons has its unique
characteristics that will help you in your projects. We believe that, if you want to work well
in the different tasks related to the graphic design, the best thing you can do is spend time
on getting familiar with good images, well chosen for your projects. When you have good
images in mind, you will notice that you will be much more productive and you will enjoy
what you do a lot more. If you are thinking that X-MAC General Icons is a collection created
for companies, this is not so. We are designers, who are tired of working in a small boxes.
We got tired of designing icons and wanted to enjoy designing larger icons. In the past
years we have been creating more applications and websites and we really enjoy it. We
started to create a collection of icons like the X-MACs. X-MACs General Icons contains all
the main icons that you may need and that you can use to represent you applications or
websites in a realistic way. We’ve searched for authentic images on the web and we have
made sure that we have selected the best ones for each icon. The icons are here to be
used. Color: The graphic elements that you are going to find inside of them are the ones
that we used for our own works. We made sure that you can choose the color you prefer.
We deliver the icons in 8 colors with a nice and smooth gradient. You can choose what type
of gradient you prefer to make your applications or websites the best in the field. Size: Each
icon in the collection has been made in such a way that they can be used in different sizes,
according to the application or website you want to design. We have made sure that each
icon can be used in a wide variety of sizes from 8 up to 32 pixels. You can choose what size
you want to use for each icon in your design. Quality: All the icons in the X-MACs collection
have been designed by us in Photoshop and all the details and effects are made by us. We
took a lot of time to design a realistic style for each icon. Our intention is to make you enjoy
your work and not to spend your time in creating icons but to work

What's New in the?

+ ICON files: 256x256 PNG formatted icons + LAYER files: 512x512 layered icons +
Standard Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons + Hot Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with contrasted
colors for active buttons. + Disabled Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with gray scale colors for
inactive buttons + Alpha-Enabled Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with gray scale colors for
active buttons + Highlight Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with gray scale colors for active
buttons + Ink Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with ink effects. + Bordered Icons: 128x128
bitmap icons with 5 pixel border. + Embedded Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a texture
applied. + Embedded Dynamic Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a texture applied and a
dynamic change in colors. + Motion Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with white circles
animated. + Stamped Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with some spots on each icon. + Shiny
Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with little reflections on each icon. + Shadow Icons: 128x128
bitmap icons with some shadows on each icon. + Tiny Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a
smaller format. + Small Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a smaller format. + Tablet Icons:
128x128 bitmap icons with a tablet interface. + Small Tablet Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons
with a tablet interface. + HD Tablet Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a HD tablet interface.
+ Smart Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a smart menu interface. + Small HD Tablet
Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a HD tablet interface. + HD Smart Icons: 128x128 bitmap
icons with a HD menu interface. + HD Smart Tablet Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a HD
menu interface and a tablet interface. + Slicing Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with some
slices on each icon. + Sliceable Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with some slices on each icon.
+ Presentation Icons: 128x128 bitmap icons with a Presentation Interface. + Presentation
Slicing Icons: 128x128 bitmap
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System Requirements For XMAC General Icons:

Windows XP/Vista/7/8.1/10 (32-bit or 64-bit) Internet Explorer 10 (or higher) (Current
version may vary) DVD ROM or USB Hard Drive required USB Flash Drive required
Processor: Intel Pentium 2.0 GHz or higher RAM: 512MB or higher HDD: 2GB or higher
C:\image.iso A CD-ROM drive Notepad and Paint.NET or
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